for UK industrial and scientific companies
managed by Business Marketing Online

This is a Google AdWords advertisement

and so is this...

and so is this...

...advertising with Google Adwords is now essential.
Letting BMON manage it makes it easy!

Google AdWords is an
“auction” system, which means
that you bid for a position on
the page. But you probably
won’t be charged your full bid,
just slightly more than the
advertiser below you.
This might seem efficient, but
with almost every click, all day
long, costing a different amount,
it’s almost impossible to plan
to a budget.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The simplest “AdWords” ads are the four-line advertisements running down the right-hand
side of a Google search results page. You write an ad, and specify the searches you
want the ad to appear alongside. As long as you’re prepared to pay more than other
people, your ad will then appear whenever anyone makes one of those searches.
You only get charged, however, when someone clicks on the ad.

“Can you set up and run a
Google AdWords campaign
to get people to the web page
of our new product, please?
I’ve got about £3000 to
spend over the next
three months”

Why run a Google AdWords advertising campaign?
1. Your new prospects are now far more likely to be encountered on Google than
anywhere else, including trade shows, magazines or any traditional media
2. Your advertisement on the Google results pages will appear alongside the
searches you specify, with the message you’ve specified
3. You only pay when someone clicks on the advertisement - for the first time
in advertising, waste and speculation are removed from the equation
4. Unlike traditional advertising, you get to measure the results down to the
finest detail; never again wonder if an advert actually worked
5. Get your campaign up and running in a couple of days - no waiting for
the traditional publishing cycle
6. Watch your advertising response come in steadily, rather than as a short
one-off burst
7. Take advantage of the ability to modify and improve the campaign steadily
8. With the display network, you can put your ads on thousands of websites
other than Google, still on a “pay per click” basis
9. Your adverts can be shown in as small or large a geographical area as you
wish, from your postcode to the whole world
10. It’s without question the most cost-effective way to drive prospects to your
website, or to get name-and-contact sales enquiries
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“Sure, we’ll get you 2000
visitors for that. Where do you
want to advertise?”

“Just in the UK and Ireland.
What do you need from me?”

“Just details of the page, and
the purchase order, thanks.
Looking forward to working
with you.”

WHY YOU
MIGHT NOT
OUTSOURCE
YOUR GOOGLE
ADWORDS
ADVERTISING

A Google Adwords advertising campaign can get you visitors directly
to targeted pages on your website; it can get you name and address sales leads;
and it can get you visibility on Google’s results pages. But why use someone else
to run the campaign?
1. It needs to be monitored on an almost
daily basis: outsourcing frees you up
for more productive work
2. If done wrongly, Google AdWords
advertising can cost you a lot of money;
it’s easier to let others take on the risk
3. Running a successful campaign
requires an affinity for large data
tables and word permutations; you
may prefer a less antisocial task
4. Understanding what turns a click into
the desired action (a “conversion”)
can take years to master
5. It’s hard for one company to learn
from others’ experiences, whereas an
outsourced AdWords management
service is constantly dealing with
many clients
6. Learning how to improve a campaign
you run yourself is expensive - courses
are your best option
7. It’s great to have someone to talk to
about the campaign; Google won’t even
give you a customer support number
8. If the outsourcing service will carry the
cost of the campaign, you don’t have
to deal with Google’s awkward
payment mechanisms

9. When it comes to building a list of
search terms where you want your ad
to appear, someone external won’t
have any preconceived terminology
10. If you need to build independent
“landing pages” and forms, that
can be done for you as part of the
arrangement.

n The outsourcing service doesn’t
understand your technology, and
you’re going to have to spend so
long briefing them, you may as
well do the job yourself
n It sounds very good in theory,
but if your Google AdWords
campaign is £1000 a month
and the agency charges just
10%, how much time do you
think they’ll devote to you?
n If you pay Google directly for
your company campaign, and
a variable fee to an agency,
payment becomes even more
complicated
But with BMON none of the above
apply.

Google’s AdWords interface: more data
than anyone could possibly want.
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WHY OUTSOURCE THE
RUNNING OF MY GOOGLE
ADWORDS ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN?

(Oh yes, there are reasons why
it’d be easier to do it yourself)

Google has set up AdWords
to make it easy for anyone to
get started. However, making
a campaign cost-effective
requires tremendous dedication
and constant monitoring.
That's why so many industrial
and scientific companies have
asked BMON to run their
campaigns.

How Business Marketing Online (BMON) protects you from the nasty bits

WHY CHOOSE BMON TO RUN MY GOOGLE
ADWORDS ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN?
1. Probably uniquely in the UK, the
BMON team only manages Google
AdWords campaigns for industrial
and scientific companies. We have
a background in your technology.
We understand it and can just get
on with the job.
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Independent results
tracking: monitor the
visitors generated by the
AdWords campaign using
your own Google Analytics
or other traffic-measuring
application. We’ll help
you set this up.

2. BMON’s charging method fits in with
the way companies like yours work.
Just like conventional advertising, you
issue a purchase order and we’ll send
you a conventional invoice each
month. No need to deal with Google.
3. Instead of getting variable bills at
variable times, depending on how
many clicks you received and how
much each one cost, you specify a
fixed budget and receive an agreed
number of visitors in return. It’s as
simple as that.
4. If you’d like dedicated landing pages
to go with the Google AdWords
campaign, BMON will create them
and host them free of charge.
Seriously. The prospects’ names and
contact details are emailed to you as
soon as they come in.
5. If you’re running Google Analytics to
measure your website traffic, we’ll
integrate the campaign tightly so you
can independently verify the visitors
from Google AdWords and see what
they did on your site. Again, no charge.

Our Experienced Marketing Team

Chris Rand and Jackie West of Business Marketing Online will undertake the “keyword
research” for your AdWords campaign, devising a list of terms where your ads will run, often
running into hundreds of phrases. They will then monitor and refine it on an almost daily basis,
and report back to you each month on progress. Chris has been in industrial and scientific
publishing for nearly 25 years, and is a former Editor of the Engineeringtalk website and
Industrial Technology magazine. Jackie is a former Marketing Communications Manager at
one of the UK’s largest automation companies.
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Some advertisers have reported
that getting BMON to manage
their AdWords campaigns,
instead of doing it themselves,
has cost them nothing! That's
because BMON takes its fee
from its own performance gains.

HOW DOES BMON’S CHARGING
SYSTEM WORK?
It’s very straightforward. You agree a fixed price-per-visitor from Google AdWords, typically £1.50. You request a certain number of visitors per month (minimum 400) at this rate. BMON sets up your Google AdWords campaign, generates 400
visitors in a month, and sends you an invoice. That’s it. No management fee. No cost uncertainty. Just like buying a magazine
advert really (oh, except the results are guaranteed).

NO AGENCY FEE
No! BMON earns its keep like this. Some of the visitors to your website may cost 75p, others £2. But you just pay a fixed rate
(e.g. £1.50). If the BMON team works hard enough and gets the average rate down below £1.50, there’s its margin.
You don’t have to worry about that; in fact, you don’t even see it. BMON soaks up all of the variables.
Some advertisers have reported that using BMON has cost them nothing! That’s because they’d tried running a Google
AdWords campaign themselves, and found that the average charge per click was higher than BMON’s guaranteed flat rate.
Few direct advertisers have the experience or the time to work out how to get the cost per click as low as BMON can get it.

Compare methods of managing Google AdWords
Summarised in one easy to read table
Methods of managing Google AdWords

DIY

Conventional
Agency

BMON

"I want to avoid learning AdWords"

No

Yes

Yes

"I want to avoid monitoring my campaign daily"

No

Yes

Yes

"I want to avoid explaining my technology"

Yes

No

Yes

"I want to fix my spending each month"

No

No

Yes

"I want to specify the visitors I get each month"

No

No

Yes

"I want a single invoice each month"

No

No

Yes

"I want to monitor visitors in Google Analytics"

?

?

Yes

"I want optional free, dedicated landing pages"

No

No

Yes

WHAT OTHER UK INDUSTRIAL AND
SCIENTIFIC COMPANIES HAVE TO SAY
SPIRENT COMMUNICATIONS on using BMON for AdWords management:
“We’ve always been aware of what Google AdWords can do”, says Andy Walker,
Marketing Manager at Spirent Communications, Positioning and Navigation business
unit, “but it’s not cost-effective to manage it ourselves when an external service can do
it for what appears to be no additional cost.”
SENSOR-TECHNIK UK on using BMON for AdWords management:
“I’ve never seen anything like this before, although I’m not surprised it works”, says
Morten Moller, former MD of Sensor-Technik UK in Bedford. “We created a couple of
technology background guides aimed at establishing the company as the authority in our
field, then got Chris and Jackie at Business Marketing Online to promote them through
Google AdWords. The result? Twenty or thirty requests for the guides every week since
we began, at a cost of a little over £10 each. All we have to do is write a purchase order
every now and then. I wish this had been available years ago.”
APPLIED MEASUREMENTS on using BMON for AdWords management:
“I’d been running our company’s Google AdWords campaigns for the past few years”,
says Ollie Morcom, Sales Manager at Applied Measurements Ltd in Aldermaston, “and
the results had convinced us gradually to move almost our entire advertising budget to
this medium. However, with so many responsibilities, it was clear to me that to progress
things further, it would make sense to outsource the running of the campaign. When you
have customers to support, it can be tempting to just let a Google AdWords campaign run
itself, which means you don’t get the most out of it.”
FTL TECHNOLOGY on using BMON for AdWords management:
“We were quite familiar with Google AdWords advertising”, says Tony Snowdon,
Marketing Director at FTL Technology in Leeds, “but like most companies, I’d imagine,
we didn’t really associate it with our primary requirement to generate sales enquiries for
relatively niche, highly technical products. I expected to be looking at click-through rates,
cost per click and all that, but it’s just a question of watching the enquiries come in, and
sitting down at the end of the month to see if they were worth the investment. With sales
leads so hard to generate at the moment through almost any other media, it’s never been
a hard decision to keep this particular campaign rolling.”

Let BMON help with your Google Adwords advertising,
contact Tony or Rob today to find out more.

Business Marketing Online
Call Rob Hancocks on 01234 782821/email rob@bmon.co.uk
or Tony Rand on 01462 489060/email tony@bmon.co.uk
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